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Abstract

Information security breaches pose major threats to the
reliable execution of corporate strategies and may have
negative effects on business value. Information security
risk management (ISRM) provides an effective approach
for assessing, mitigating, and evaluating information secu-
rity risks. Existing ISRM approaches are highly accepted
but demand very detailed knowledge about the IT secu-
rity domain and the actual company environment. This
paper presents the AURUM prototype that supports de-
cision makers in selecting security measures according
to organization-specific technical and economical require-
ments.

1 Introduction

Existing information security risk management ap-
proaches (e.g. CRAMM [7], NIST SP 800-30 [14], CORAS
[8], OCTAVE [1], EBIOS [3], and recently ISO 27005 [9])
and their tool implementations are requiring, especially in
the risk assessment and risk mitigation phase, very detailed
knowledge about the IT security domain and the actual
company environment. Up to that point in time, organiza-
tions mostly fall back on best-practices, information secu-
rity standards, or domain experts when conducting the risk
assessment and mitigation phases. Several problems arise
with these approaches: (1) existing tools often require man-
ual and unguided inventory of the organizations resources
and do not support for an automatic or semi-automatic in-
ventory of IT resources, (2) while the underlying knowledge
model has to allow the incorporation of general information
security domain knowledge and specific knowledge about
the considered organization to allow the determination of its
current information security compliance, existing tools of-
ten lack essential information and connections, (3) existing
approaches often do not provide adequate results because
they aim at evaluating candidates through a single (aggre-
gated) indicator criterion, and neglect the consideration of

benefits. In order to obtain an investment’s adequacy and
efficiency multiple objectives should be considered (e.g., to
allow to determine the (business) value of IT security in-
vestments) (cf. [10, 4]), (4) management decision makers
should not be confronted with a single “optimized” solu-
tion when having to decide on their security infrastructure
but should rather be invited to analyze and explore different
scenarios and, thus, to participate in and to control the in-
vestment selection process. Therefore, tools should support
intuitive and interactive decision support methods that are
prepared in a way business people can relate to (cf. [2]).

In order to address these reservations and demands out-
lined above, this paper presents our AURUM1 prototype
and shows its salient features compared to existing imple-
mentations. AURUM is based on previous work (cf. [5, 6,
11] for the concept of the security ontology and [12] for
interactive decision support).

2 Tool Description

AURUM was designed to minimize the interaction nec-
essary between user and system and to provide decision
makers with an intuitive solution that can be used with-
out extensive knowledge about the information security do-
main. However, the solution is also capable of providing
expert users with detailed information on different levels
of granularity. Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture
of AURUM. According to the requirements, the security
ontology provides each AURUM module with knowledge
regarding the general information security domain and the
specific security status of the considered organization. The
AURUM - Inventory module incorporates interfaces to sev-
eral third-party inventory and network scanning solutions
to support the system characterization phase. The AURUM
- Bayes module generates and modifies the Bayesian net-
work for the threat probability determination. The AURUM
- Risk module is the central module which uses the Bayes
module and connects to the security ontology web service

1derived from AUtomated Risk and Utility Management
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Figure 1. AURUM architecture

to calculate the risk levels for assets. This is done by gather-
ing probability values from the Bayesian network and mul-
tiplying those with the defined impact values, stored in the
ontology. Furthermore, all changes to the ontological data
repository are handled from this point.

Figure 2 demonstrates the schematic layout of the work-
ing area. Section 1 summarizes information on (a) the busi-
ness processes and its dependence on assets, and (b) the as-
sets’s physical locations in the organization. Section 2 - the
main area - provides the decision maker with (a) detailed
information about the selected asset, (b) a graphical repre-
sentation of the selected business process together with the
assets needed for the execution of the selected business pro-
cess, and (c) the graphical representation of the physical lo-
cation model together with assets. Information provided in
Section 2 depends on the selection the decision maker made
in Section 1 (the same holds analogously for the dependence
between Section 2 and 3). Section 3 displays (a) the risk
level for the selected asset, (b) a list of threats and their cal-
culated probabilities, and (c) implemented and not imple-
mented controls with their calculated effectiveness figures.

2.1 System Characterization

The basic version of the security ontology provides the
user with an extensive set of initial information on the se-
curity infrastructure that is usually needed in organizations.
An organization that decides on using the security ontology
as a basis for information security risk management has to
initialize the ontology once with organization specific infor-
mation. This phase is supported by the AURUM-Inventory
module (for a detailed description see [6]) which is able to
capture the data of software and IT-related infrastructure el-
ements automatically (operating system, IP address, patch
level, etc.). This enables us to enhance the efficiency of the
system characterization step significantly, since the inven-
tory of IT-related infrastructure elements is one of the most
labor-intensive steps. Collecting such detailed device data
enables, in the case of software-related threats (e.g. mal-
ware or errors in standard software), the mapping of soft-
ware vulnerabilities on the current IT infrastructure in or-
der to visualize threatened systems immediately. Besides

the IT component inventory AURUM provides the follow-
ing two options for updating information on the organiza-
tion’s assets: (1) Process Model: AURUM allows to use
business process models as a basis for identifying corpo-
rate risks. Section 1 provides an overview of the business
processes selected for the specific risk assessment. By se-
lecting one of these processes, the tool provides a graphical
representation of the business process in Section 2. Addi-
tionally, all assets needed for executing this process are dis-
played. When the user selects one of those assets, the tool
provides further information on threats, vulnerabilities, risk
levels and potential controls (cf. Section 2.2) in Section 3
(cf. Figure 2). In order to support organizations already us-
ing business process management tools, features to import
business processes under consideration as well as the map-
ping between services and processes from such tools (e.g.
Adonis or ARIS) are planned, (2) Physical Model: Based
on the data stored in the security ontology, AURUM allows
to generate a building model including the location of all
assets. In return this model can be used for adding assets
to the ontology and, of course, for simulating different sce-
narios (e.g. for identifying the optimal location for valuable
assets). Section 1 provides an overview of the corporate as-
sets and their location in the building. By selecting one of
those assets, the tool displays a graphical representation of
the asset location and connected business processes in Sec-
tion 2. In analogy to the process model, clicking on one
of the assets provides the user with further information on
threats (and connected vulnerabilities), risk levels and po-
tential controls (cf. Section 2.2) in Section 3 (cf. Figure 2).

2.2 Threat and Vulnerability Assessment

The threat tree (located in Section 3) shows the poten-
tial threats to the selected asset, including a priori threat
probabilities and organization-specific attacker profiles. By
selecting a threat from the tree representation, valuable in-
formation such as a threat description in natural language
is displayed. Furthermore, affected security attributes (con-
fidentiality, integrity, and availability) are provided. In ad-
dition, a threat can be a consequence of other threats (e.g.
unauthorized physical access can be the result of missing
key management) and can itself potentate other threats (e.g.
unauthorized physical access gives rise to data disclosure).
Note, that this step only shows those threats to the risk man-
ager, which are relevant for the organization and the consid-
ered asset. The same step analyzes potential vulnerabilities
which are present in the defined scenario. This includes the
consideration of vulnerabilities in the field of (1) manage-
ment security (e.g. no assignment of responsibilities, no
risk assessment, etc.), (2) operational security (e.g. no ex-
ternal data distribution and labeling, no humidity control,
etc.), and (3) technical security (e.g. no cryptography solu-
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tions in use, no intrusion detection in place). For each threat
highly granular vulnerabilities, which a threat could exploit,
have been defined and modeled in the ontology. A descrip-
tion of each vulnerability in natural language complements
the vulnerability presentation. For each of the vulnerabil-
ities a mitigation control is assigned, thus implementing a
control closes a vulnerability. To enhance the understand-
ing, each control is enriched by a natural language descrip-
tion. With these functions in place, a user knows exactly
how to protect his organization from specific threats: miti-
gating vulnerabilities by implementing recommended con-
trols.

Up to the current point the decision maker is aware of the
considered system, potential threats and corresponding vul-
nerabilities, which allow threats to become effective. The
control analysis step determines which controls are already
in place and which controls exist to mitigate the probability
that a threat exploits a certain vulnerability (e.g. the unau-
thorized physical access threat exploits the vulnerability no
access regulation control which could be mitigated by the
installation of an entry checkpoint, security guard, or an ac-
cess system).

To facilitate the aspect of automatic compliance checks
regarding our defined mitigation controls, each control fur-
ther incorporates formal implementation descriptions. The
implementation area in Section 3 shows the actual imple-
mentation measures for a control. The underlying for-
mal control descriptions can be executed as rules against
the organizations concrete modeled environment to identify
which assets are in compliance. The compliant assets can be
displayed using the location model (cf. Section 2.1). Most
often it is not sufficient just to know if a certain control is
implemented or not within a given context. The most im-
portant thing to know is, if the implemented control is ap-
propriate or not to achieve the acceptable risk level of the
considered asset. Since the risk level determination requires
besides the probability component an impact component,
each asset is rated regarding to its importance for the orga-
nization’s mission regarding confidentiality, integrity, and
availability.

2.3 Risk Determination

This phase comprises the probability determination of
threats exploiting certain vulnerabilities in the given sys-
tem. The subsequent impact analysis determines the im-
pact on the organization’s ability to perform its mission,
if a threat should successfully exploit a certain vulnerabil-
ity. By combining the threat probability with the magni-
tude of the impact the organization is able to determine the
risk level and thus to plan the necessary actions. In con-
trast to other approaches (cf. [14, 13]), AURUM focuses
on an automated support utilizing the developed knowledge

Figure 2. AURUM - risk determination

base and the defined relationships. Figure 2 depicts the AU-
RUM interface which supports the risk manager at the risk
determination phase. The exemplary threat probability de-
termination is conducted for the ent:SBACustomerData el-
ement, representing the customer data of SBA. A Bayesian
network for the threat probability determination is gener-
ated based on the security ontology. Tree views have been
used to visualize this complex network in a comprehensi-
ble form (see the upper right section of Figure 2). Since
ent:SBACustomerData represents a data instance it faces
three different risks → data disclosure, data loss, and data
tampering. Each risk is the product of the asset’s impact
rating and the probability of the corresponding threat. The
probability of a threat is determined by the probabilities of
its predecessor threats, the exploitation probability of corre-
sponding vulnerabilities, the effectiveness of existing con-
trol implementations, the a priori threat probability, and the
attacker’s effectiveness. Since the input values for existing
control implementations, a priori probabilities, and the at-
tacker’s effectiveness depend on the considered asset this
section examines how AURUM determines the input val-
ues for ent:SBACustomerData in the context of the data loss
threat.

The resource risk tree in Figure 2 shows three different
types of vulnerabilities: (1) technical - no virus scanner, (2)
physical - no access regulation control, and (3) organiza-
tional - no backup strategy.

To determine the exploitation probability of the no virus
scanner vulnerability, reasoning algorithms check if an in-
stance of the transaction security and virus protection soft-
ware concept is installed on the file server on which the
SBA customer data is located. The physical model in the
left section of the user interface shows that the virus scan-
ner Ikarus Defender is installed on the file server. Thus, the
virus scanner protects the file server and the SBA customer
data from malware affliction and closes the no virus scanner
vulnerability. The green bar of the transaction security and
virus protection node indicates that the virus scanner Ikarus
Defender is highly effective at mitigating the corresponding
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vulnerability.
The no access regulation control vulnerability exploita-

tion probability is determined by the effectiveness of an
access system, an entry checkpoint or security guard,
and the attacker’s effectiveness. Because the no access
regulation control vulnerability is on the section level
(sec:vulnerabilityOn) reasoning algorithms check if the re-
quired controls are implemented in section ent:R0104 (the
physical location of the file server). As the physical model
in the left area of Figure 2 shows, the highly effective En-
tryCheckpoint A and the medium effective AccessSystem A
are located in server room ent:R0104. Since the attacker is
rated with a 17 - 50% effectiveness and the control combi-
nations are rated with a 33 - 67% and 67 - 100% effective-
ness, the no access regulation vulnerability is mitigated to a
0 - 33% exploitation probability.

The no backup strategy vulnerability represents an or-
ganizational vulnerability and therefore the existence of an
appropriate policy determines the exploitation probability.
Since policies are implemented at the organization level,
reasoning algorithms check if a data backup policy is im-
plemented for the organization which owns the file server.
SBA implemented a low effective data backup policy which
covers amongst others the file server’s data. Due to the high
a priori probability of the data loss threat, the low effective
SBA data backup policy mitigates the exploitation probabil-
ity of the no backup strategy vulnerability to 44 - 78%.

While the resource risk tree comprehensively represents
the threat probability calculation, it may confuse the user
with the complex representation. Therefore, the threat view
in the middle right section of the user interface represents
relevant threats and their probabilities. If the user wants to
decrease a certain threat probability, controls depicted in the
lower right section have to be implemented. In the case of
the SBA customer data, AURUM suggests amongst others
to implement an anti theft device for the file server, a safety
door for the server room, and a fire extinguishing system in
the server room.

Due to the hierarchy of the Bayesian threat probability
network, control implementations on different levels affect
the final threat probability with different intensities. There-
fore, AURUM supports the user with weights for each con-
trol implementation in a specific threat context. In the
case of the data loss threat the following weights have
been determined by AURUM: data backup policy (0.1666),
locked doors policy (0.0763), access system (0.0509), en-
try checkpoint or security guard (0.0509), transaction secu-
rity and virus protection software (0.0416), anti theft device
(0.0277), lightning arrester (0.0138), safety door (0.0046),
and fire extinguisher (0.0046). With this results on hand the
user will rather implement a sound data backup policy in-
stead of investing a lot of money in expensive safety doors
to protect the customer data of SBA.

As an example the following scenario is assumed:
amongst other control implementations the SBA customer
data is protected by a low effective safety door and a low ef-
fective data backup policy which results in a data loss prob-
ability of 31 - 64%. To lower the data loss probability for
the valuable customer data the risk manager is forced to im-
plement more effective control implementations. The afore-
mentioned weights of relevant control implementations re-
vealed that the risk manager should prefer the implementa-
tion of a sound data backup policy instead of investing in a
safety door. The Bayesian threat probability determination
confirms these recommendations. If a high effective saftey
door and a low effective data backup policy is entered into
the Bayesian network the data loss threat probability de-
creases by 1% to 30 - 63%. If a low effective safety door
but a high effective data backup poliy is in place the prob-
ability of a data loss decreases by 15% to 16 - 49%. The
following combination confirms the minor influence of the
safety door on the data loss probability: setting besides the
data backup policy also the safety door to a high effective-
ness results also in a threat probability of 16 - 49%.

2.4 Control Evaluation and Implementa-
tion

This step involves the identification and evaluation of
controls or combinations thereof regarding their cost/benefit
ratio. As a result, controls which are suitable to mitigate the
risk to an acceptable level at the lowest possible costs can
be incorporated in the control implementation plan. At this
point management knows which risks are not acceptable for
the organization and therefore, measures have to be taken
(in terms of controls which could mitigate or eliminate the
identified risks). For each vulnerability, appropriate con-
trols are identified, taken from best practice standards such
as the German Baseline Protection Manual. Offering these
controls equips the decision makers with effective counter-
measures to lower the risk level and thereby protect their
business. As controls only provide information on the class
of safeguards that should be used (e.g., Fire Extinguisher),
instances must be identified that are finally implemented
into the organization. Therefore, potential control imple-
mentations are evaluated according to a defined resource-
and benefit categories (e.g., costs, effectiveness, reliability)
in order to precisely target the company’s specific business
needs in line with economic demands. This analysis does
not only consider cost and benefit in monetary terms but in-
cludes non-financial objectives. All potential controls iden-
tified are rated against the chosen criteria using data from
the security ontology. Using the potential controls and their
ratings in each category as input, all Pareto-efficient combi-
nations of safeguards are determined (i.e., there is no other
solution with equally good or better values in all objectives
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and a strictly better value in at least one objective). All
solutions taken into consideration have to be feasible with
respect to two sets of constraints: The first set relates to
limited resources (e.g., development costs or maintenance
costs). The second set ensures that at most a maximum –
or at least a minimum – number of safeguards from given
subsets (e.g., from a certain type of safeguards such as fire-
walls) is included in the feasible solutions.

AURUM provides an interactive interface that offers the
decision maker information on the specific selection prob-
lem while the system ensures that the final solution will
be an efficient one. The decision makers learn about the
consequences of their decisions and get information on the
gap (in each category) between the existing solution and
the potential solutions. We are using a search based pro-
cedure, which starts from an efficient portfolio and allows
the decision maker to iteratively “move” in solution space
towards more attractive alternatives until no “better” port-
folio can be found. Our approach is based on interactive
modifications of lower and upper bounds for one or more
objectives. The tool starts with displaying bars representing
resource and benefit categories that are assigned with units
(cf. the Analyzer Section in Figure 3). Two movable hor-
izontal lines with small arrows at one side represent lower
and upper bounds and are intended to restrict the set of re-
maining solutions in a step-by-step manner (e.g., by raising
the minimum bound in one of the objectives) or for expand-
ing it (e.g., by once again relaxing some bounds) according
to the decision makers’ preferences. In all of these cases,
the system provides immediate feedback about the conse-
quences of such choices in terms of the remaining alterna-
tives. Currently we have added the following categories in
the AURUM tool: effectiveness, weight (influence on the
corresponding threat probability), initial costs and running
costs. Continuing our example with the customer data of
SBA, we identify the threat with the highest threat proba-
bility, namely T - sec:DataTampering with a probability of
44 - 77%. Management should address this threat first to
reduce the overall risk, thus, we start the calculation of ex-
isting security portfolios (cf. Figure 3). For each control
class (e.g., Anti-Virus Software) concrete products can be
added to the ontological knowledge base. An initial set of
products has been incorporated already, but can be easily
adapted and extended by organizations using the tool. The
reader should note, that for demonstration purposes exam-
ple instances such as EntryCheckpoint A and LockedDoor-
sPolicy A have been added. The AURUM tool initially finds
150 possible solutions by combining concrete control im-
plementations. As a next step, the decision maker starts to
apply his given restrictions/preferences: In our example we
have restricted funds and thus set the maximum initial costs
to 9.800 and maximum running costs to 1.000 (compare the
orange InitalCosts and RunningCosts bars and the upper red

lines indicating our financial preferences). In addition, we
demand at least medium effectiveness of the portfolios to be
considered (compare the green Effectiveness bars and the
lower red line). Each portfolio is represented by a vertical
bar; as can be seen, only 6 portfolios are remaining satis-
fying our preferences. In Section 3, we are provided with
a solution list, displaying detailed information about the re-
maining solutions, comprising the exact figures of the cat-
egory values and the candidates the portfolio implements.
For example our selected portfolio with the ID 8332, re-
quires an intrusion and detection system software of type C,
the anti-virus software IkarusDefender, a locked doors pol-
icy of type A and an entry checkpoint of type A. This por-
tolio offers the highest effectiveness following our restric-
tions, but has higher initial- and running costs than other
solutions.

In further iterations, the decision maker continues play-
ing with minimum and maximum bounds and by doing so
can learn about the consequences of his/her decisions. Af-
ter several cycles of restricting and once again expanding
the opportunity set, the decision maker will finally end up
with a solution alternative that offers an individually satisfy-
ing compromise between the relevant objectives. Note that
he does not need to explicitly specify weights for objectives
nor to specify the form of his/her preference function or to
state how much one solution is better than another during
any stage of the whole procedure. Instead, ample informa-
tion on the specific selection problem is provided to him and
the system ensures that the final solution will be an optimal
(i.e., Pareto-efficient) one, with no other feasible solution
available that is “better” from an objective point of view.

3 Conclusion

This paper presented the AURUM tool which provides
compared to existing information security risk management
support approaches the following benefits: (1) the ontolog-
ical information security knowledge base ensures that the
information security knowledge is provided in a consistent
and comprehensive way to the risk manager, (2) modeling
the organization’s resources within our ontological frame-
work ensures that resources are modeled in a consistent
way, (3) the incorporation of existing best-practice guide-
lines and information security standards ensures that only
widely accepted information security knowledge is used for
threat/vulnerability identification and control recommenda-
tions, (4) the proposed Bayesian threat probability deter-
mination ensures that the threat probability determination
is based on a more objective level, (5) threat impacts can
be automatically calculated after resources have been rated
initially, (6) controls to reduce risks to an acceptable level
are offered automatically, (7) the use of interactive decision
support allows decision makers (e.g., the risk manager) to
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Figure 3. AURUM control evaluation and selection

investigate various scenarios and, thus, to learn about the
characteristics of the underlying problem, while the sys-
tem guarantees that only efficient solution can be selected,
and (8) by considering multiple objectives and providing a
gap analysis we support decision makers in getting a much
better “feeling” for the problem in terms of what can be
achieved in some objectives at what “price” in terms of op-
portunity costs in other objectives.
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